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WE INTRODUCE the notion of chord diagrams on arbitrary compact (possibly punctured) oriented surfaces. In the 
case of the 2-spheres these are just the usual chord diagrams used in test study of Vassiliev invariants of links. We 
consider the algebra of chord diagrams on a surface and prove that this algebra has a natural Poisson structure. 
Suppose now that G is a Lie group with an invariant bilinear form on g = tie(G). We can associate to each chord 
diagram (coloured by representations of G) a function on the moduli space of flat G-connections on the surface. 
Our main result states that this map is a Poisson algebra homomorphism. Moreover, for most classical groups we 
prove that any algebraic function on moduli space can be obtained this way and we conjecture that this holds for 
all simple groups. In this way we obtain a universal description of the Poisson algebra of the moduli space, 
decoupling the Lie group in question. Copyright Q 1996 Elsevier Science Ltd 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Poisson structure on the algebra of functions on the moduli space of flat connections on 
an oriented genus g surface has been studied in recent years in a number of papers, for 
example [16,19,4,X?, 11,13,7,9]. We start with a very brief summary of these works. 

Let G be a closed oriented genus g surface and let G be a (real) Lie group with 
a bi-invariant inner product on its Lie algebra g. Consider the moduli space MG of flat 
G-connections on C. The symplectic structure on the space dG was first introduced by 
Narasimhan and Seshadri in [l&19], by using the correspondence with semistable holo- 
morphic bundles. Atiyah and Bott [4] then gave a construction of the symplectic structure 
on dG using symplectic reduction from the infinite dimensional space of G-connections on 
C. Subsequently, Goldman studied this symplectic structure from the purely representation 
theoretical point of view ([ 12,111, compare also [13] where Karshon completed the purely 
representation theoretical point of view by showing the closedness of Goldman’s 2-form 
using only group cohomology~. He studied the Hamiltonian flows of traces of holonomy 
functions of simply closed curves and gave a geometric formula for the Poisson bracket of 
two such functions. Later Biswas and Guruprasad in [7] extended Goldman’s results to 
punctured surfaces. We shall make use of this extension. 

One of the motivations for introducing chord diagrams on surfaces and the correspond- 
ing functions on ,&” was to construct a set of functions which linearly spans the space of 
algebraic functions on _#YG, and to give a geometric formula for the Poisson bracket of any 
two such functions, hence generalizing Goldman’s paper [ 123 and decoupling the geometric 
content of the Poisson structure. Recently, the Poisson structure on the moduli space of 
graph connections has been studied by Fock and Rosly [9]. 
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In the present paper we describe the Poisson structure on (the smooth parts of) moduli 
spaces of flat connections on a punctured oriented surface from a universal point of view: we 
show that there exists a natural Poisson algebra c/r(C) associated to any surface 2 which is 
spanned by chord diagrams on that surface. In the case of the sphere these diagrams 
appeared before in the context of Vassiliev invariants of links [6,5,14]. Colouring the chord 
diagrams by representations of G we get Poisson algebras c/r(C)‘. This construction of 
a Poisson algebra is universal in the sense that there exists a homomorphism of Poisson 

algebras f:c!~(Z)~ -+ C(&!‘) for any Lie group G (with a G-invariant bilinear form on 
g = Lie(G). Furthermore, if 4 : G --, H is a group homomorphism, then the diagram 

ch(zqH 2 ch(CJG 

f I 

(cp,)’ 
C(“&P) - C(JfG) 

is commutative. We will show that the algebra ch(X) has a quotient algebra which 
corresponds to Goldman’s algebra of loops 1121. 

The question of surjectivity of the map f is reduced to a question about the structure of 
the space of G-invariants in Ug @SJ For most classical Lie groups the answer is positive and . 

we conjecture that it is positive for all simple Lie groups. 
One of the main motivations for this paper was an attempt to understand the relation 

between the gauge theoretic and combinatorial approaches to the Chern-Simons topologi- 
cal field theory [3,18,21,17] and to relate these to the perturbative version. The quantiz- 
ation of the Poisson algebra of functions on the moduli space 4’ will be studied in 
a forthcoming paper [2]. For a description of a quantization of C(&‘) based on the paper 
[9] see [l,S]. 

The structure of the paper is as follows. In the next section we describe the notion of 
a chord diagram. The Poisson algebra structure on the space of chord diagrams is described 
in Section 3. The following section describes the homomorphism from the algebra of chord 
diagrams to the algebra of functions on moduli space. Finally, Section 5 contains an 
analysis of the question of surjectivity of the map introduced in Section 3. 

2. DIAGRAMS 

Definition 1. A chord diagram is a graph consisting of disjoint oriented circles Sip 

i E (1, . . . , a>, disjoint arcs Cj, j E (1, . . . ,m>, such that 

1. the endpoints of the arcs are distinct, 
2. UjaCj = (UiSi)fl(iJjCj)* 

The arcs are called chords, the circles Si are called the core components of the diagram. 

Dejinition 2. Given a closed oriented surface X:, a geometrical chord diagram on I: is 
a smooth map from a chord diagram D to X:, mapping the chords to points. A chord diagram 
on IZ is a class of geometric chord diagrams modulo homotopy. 
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Note that diffeomorphism classes of chord diagrams correspond to chord diagrams on 
S2. We will see this fact when we draw chord diagrams: we will draw chord diagrams on an 
arbitrary oriented genus g surface C in the plane, assuming some choice of identification of 
the plane with an open disk in X. Images of chords will be drawn as fat dots. 

Definition 3. By a generic chord diagram (on X) we will mean a geometrical chord diagram 
on C such that all circles are immersed, and with all double points transverse. 

Clearly every chord diagram on E contains generic chord diagrams. 
Consider the complex vector space T/ with the basis given by the set of diffeomorphism 

classes of chord diagrams and the subspace W generated by the following linear combina- 
tions, called 4T-relations (the diagrams are supposed to be identical outside the picture and 
the parts drawn are assumed to be immersed in S2), 

as well as all relations obtained from this by reversing orientations of strings using the 
following rule: for every chord that intersects a component whose orientation is reversed we 
get a factor of - 1 for the diagram. 

We define a (commutative) multiplication of chord diagram by defining their product to 
be their disjoint union. The subspace W is an ideal with respect to this multiplication, we 
denote the quotient ring by ch:= V/W. 

Dejinition 4. ch is called the algebra of chord diagrams. 

Analogously we can define an algebra of chord diagrams on YZ denoted by ch(C). 
These algebras are bigraded by (n, m) E Z 2 O x Z 2 O (number of circles and chords): 

ch(Z) = @ ch”‘*“(E) 
m,n 2 0 

ch(C):= @ chm*“(C). 
fl20 

Remark 1. Our notion of chord diagrams in the case C := S2 is identical to the one in the 
theory of Vassiliev invariants for framed links. One has to make the following identifica- 
tions: 

x=x 
We will not go into details of this identification. Let us just notice that diagrams containing 
the following parts are non-zero in our cases: 
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3. POISSON STRUCTURE ON THE ALGEBRA OF CHORD DIAGRAMS 

Given two chord diagram A, B on C we can pick geometrical chord diagrams D1, LIZ 
representing them such that D1 uD, is a generic chord diagram. For p E D1 nD, we define 
the oriented intersection number as follows: 

i 

+ forp 1 2 
x P 

L - forp 2 
x 

p ’ 

where 1 and 2 indicate components of the corresponding diagrams. 
For each p E D1 nD2 we define D1 q Dz to be the chord diagram on C given by joining 

0; l(p) and 02 ‘(p) by a chord. Under the above assumptions, for chord diagrams D1, Dz 

we consider the following sum: 

c EIZ(P)CDI up&l. 
PEDI n& 

(1) 

PROPOSITION 1. The following hold: 

1. The sum (1) depends only on the classes [DJ, [DJ E ch(X). 

2. The bracket {CD& C&l > := C,,D, nD2 E~~(P)[D~ q,DJ determines the structure of 

a Poisson algebra on ch(E). 

Remark 2. The proof shows that the Poisson bracket is well-defined even for unframed 
chord diagrams. 

Proof: 1. Any two regular chord diagrams representing [DI uD,] can be connected by 
a sequence of applications of the following moves: 

(a) isotopy 
(b) first Reidemeister move 
(c) second Reidemeister move 

(d) third Reidemeister move 

(4 
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(f) 4T-relations 

(g) 

Invariance: 
(a) clear 
(b) new chords are introduced only between different components 
(c) by the last relation 
(d) by the relation immediately following 
(e) by the 4T-relation (note that in our situation the given dot cannot connect compo- 

nents from different diagrams) 

2. 
3. 

(f) clear 

(g) clear. 
Antisymmetry is clear by definition of E. 
Jacobi identity: 

which equals 

{ { L-DA CD21 19 CD31 1 + { CD219 { [DJ CD31 >I 

= I~~~nn~~~~,no,e12(~)~13(q)(D1~D2~D3) 

+ pED,nD~~EDinD,&12(~)&23(q)(DI qD2qD3) 

+ P~DIOD~~ED,nn,e21(P)&13(q)(D2~Dl~D3) 

+ p.o,n~~*~~~n~~e23(P)&~3(q)(D2~D1~D3). 

The derivation property is obvious. 0 

Clearly we can colour components of chord diagrams with representations of some Lie 
group G. The above operations will define a Poisson algebra Cam of coloured chord 
diagrams on YE and we have the forgetful map Cam + ch(X). 

Now we will define two algebra homomorphisms x1.2, one mapping to a quotient 
algebra, the other mapping to a subalgebra of c/z(C). Consider the idea I in ch(C) generated 
by relations of the form 

x-t 1 
PROPOSITION 2. The ideal I is a Poisson idea and the quotient algebra l(C), is Poisson 

algebra. 
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Hence the projection nl : C/I(E) + l(C), is a Poisson algebra homomorphism. 
Next we define a map n2:ch(C) --+ 1(C), c c/r(C). It will factor through the algebra of 

non-oriented links (definition obvious), 7r2 = Q2 ~@r, where CD1 is given by the rule 

X- 
and Q2 : D H (1/2*D) C, D”, the sum going over all the 2xD possible orientations of D. 

The Poisson algebra Z(X)r was constructed in [12]. 

4. FUNCTIONS ON MODULI SPACE OBTAINED FROM DIAGRAMS 

We introduce the following notations. Throughout the rest of the paper we let X denote 
a (possibly punctured) compact, oriented genus g surface with non-abelian fundamental 
group z := al(Z) and we let G be a connected real or complex Lie group with a non- 
degenerate Ad-invariant symmetric bilinear form (,) on its Lie algebra g. 

Let D be a chord diagram on C. We write Si\( uj Cj) = {Si,j}&o, ordered according to 
the cyclic order of the Si,j given by the orientation of Si. Next choose a representation 

(pi, Vi) of G for every core component (i.e. we turn D into an element (D, {pi}) of ch(C)G). We 
will denote the representation of g (or its universal enveloping algebra) corresponding to 
a representation of pi of G again by pi. Define ~(i, j) by C’,,i,j, = 8+(&j). 

We also fix orthonormal bases {Z,j>$:“’ in g for every chord Cj as well as a flat 
connection 0 on some principal G-bundle over ;I: which defines a gauge class of flat 
connections [Q] E _MG z Hom(z, G)/G. 

Choose a point pi E Si if Si does not intersect any chord, and denote by Ttj,pi the 
parallel transport for @ along Si,j (with respect to the basepoint pi if S’i,j is closed). 

With the data above we associate a function on MG in the following way: 

DeJnition 5. 

fD,,( [Q]) := 1 n b, fi pi(l~,ci,,,)pi(T~j.,~) . 
P,, ,h i j=O > (2) 

LEMMA 3. fD,,([@]) is well-defined. 

Proof 1. Invariance under the choice of bases I,, wAi,I,, A;1, orthogonal. Let lic(i,j) be 
equal to 

l*c(i,j) if C(Cj) Z k 
V for some pair (i, j) such that c(i, j) = k 

;1 for the other pair (i, j) such that c(i, j) = k. 

Then we get 

f D.P ++ c fi Pi(z~,,,,,,)Pi(T~j,pi) 
PI. . . ..P..V.l j=O 
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= c 6v.1b ntrVi fj pi(zl;,,i,j,)pi(T~j,Pi) 

8,. . . . . fir, . . . . p,.v.l i ( j=O > 
=.hp. (3) 

2. Gauge invariance: 

and 8+(&j) = d-(Si,j+ 1) imply thatf& chaws to 

which is equal to fD,P by the above. 
3. Invariance under homotopy: Any two homotopic chord diagrams on Z are 

homotopic by a sequence of homotopies of two types: those fixing all the chords and those 
moving only small neighbourhoods of chords. Invariance under the first type is clear and 
the second type of homotopies results in a base change in the copy of g associated to the 
chords, hence f is invariant by the above. 

4. Invariance under choice of base points and of total ordering of the Si, j is also clear 

by 1. 
5. 4T-relations: We can assume that the connection is trivial on the part of the sur- 

face depicted in the 4T-relation, then for suitable Xi E End(l/i) and the strings enu- 
merated at the bottom from left to right, the f’s have the form (if the strings come from three 
different core components, the case where they come from two core components is entirely 
similar) 

fD,p = CtrV,(Xllvl~)tTV2(X2zv)trVp(X3Zp) n trV,(Xi) 
i>3 

JD,, = 1 trv,(Xlz,z,)trV*(X2zV)trV3(X3zg) n trvixi) 
i>3 

frk,, = CtrV,(Xlz~)trV2(X2zv)trV~(X3zvzlc) n trv,(Xi) 
i>3 

fD,, = Ctrv,(X1z,)trv,(Xzzv)trV3(X3zpzv) n trvdxi) 
i>3 

The 4T-relation gives 

+ trV,(X1z,)trV,(X~z,)trV,(X3Cz~,z,1) JJ tr,Wi) . 
i23 > 

(4) 
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Under changes of orientation this is compatible with the sign changes in the 4T-relations 
(up to an overall minus sign). It equals 

Cf~,vtrv,(x,r,)tr,(x,r,,)tr,(x,r,) n trv,(Xi) 

i>3 

+ Cf&,Ytr,,(X~~ll)tr~~(X2~Y)tr~j(X3~~) n tr,(Xi) 

i>3 

hence, renaming indices, we end up with 

(5) 

C (ft.” +ff;.“) 
( 

trY,(XlZl)trV2(X2Zv)trV~(X3Zp) l-I trv,(Xi) 

) 

(6) 
i>3 

which is 0 since the structure constants satisfyfz,,, = -fc,“. 0 

Remark 3. By invariance under homotopy of type two, if D = D1 q D2, p E Sf,jnSt,,, we 

can assume that both the parallel transports for (Ii from p to 8, (Sij) and from p to 8, (S&) 
are the identity. 

Remark 4. Due to Lemma 3 (3) we can drop the base points pi from our notation. 

THEOREM 4. 

Proof: Using AC g Hom(q G)/G, we get a correspondence [ @] + [p] . Choose a lift 
p E Hom(n, G) for [p] (resp. a lift cf, for [a]), then we have Tz = p(u), tl a based loop. 

To simplify notation we write fk for try, (n;Lo pk(Z,~(,,,,)p,(T~,j)). 

Let u be a 1-cocycle representing [a] E H,‘(C,g& E H’(rr,g,,,,) r T,,,J&‘~ (cf. [7], 
Lemma 2.2). Now we can compute 

d 
=- 

dt reO 
C 

WI. ,h 
n tr,( j~~pi(Z~~,,,,~)pi(exP(tu(Si,j) + O(t’))TF j)) 

i 

xPi(lp)Pi(TFli) 

( 

fi Pi(Zpc,L,,,)Pi(T’D ‘1 n f (1 (S. .I> 
j=li+ 1 

I,,)(~<~ k) Dp” LL ) 

X pi(Z,~(i.,i,Z,)pi(T~,i) fi 

( 

Pi(lpcli,,,)Pi(TTj) 
j=li+ 1 ))( ) 

kFih Czfl2 u(si,Ii)). 

(7) 

(8) 
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Therefore, in the notation of [7], Section 3, with M = Z, 

CWD,p I [@II n Fl 

(as in the proof of [7], Prop. 3.1.), where [Si,ii] denotes the l-chain defined by the arc Si.1,. 
We denote by S:, and Si’, components of D1 and D2 respectively. Now we can follow the 
proof of [7], Theorem 3.2 (compare [12] 2.3) to arrive at 

(the base points in [7] are immaterial due to Lemma 3 (3)) 

(11) 
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Now we use the remark at the beginning of the proof to get 

=f~twrPdW 

The proof is complete. 

(13) 

q 

We will see in the next section (Proposition 7) that for the classical groups 
G = GL(N, C), O(N, C), and Sp(2N, Cc) the functions _#,, e where all the colourings are by the 
standard representation, linearly generate the space of all algebraic functions on moduli 
space. Hence it is interesting to note the following: by colouring each component with the 
standard representation we get a map D H(,o,~,+ D) from c/r(Z) to cII(Z)~. Consider the map 

f : c/z(Z) + &s%‘~) which is given by D H&,d,D. 

PROPOSITION 5. Let Xi: d(C) + I(I i = 1,2, denote the maps defined at the end of the 
previous section. Then the following diagram are cu~~utative: 

where all the colourings are by standard representations of the corresponding groups and in the 
second diagram G = O(N, C) or G = Sp(2,(ZN, C). 

Compare this with [12], Theorems 3.13 and 3.14. 
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Proof: 1. For SL(N,@) in the standard representation, 

CI,,~I,,=CEijBEji_1Id~ld 
N+l 

hence for (a suitably normalized inner product on) GL(N, C) we have XI,, 0 I, = 
C Eij @ Eji = Pv B v, SO that 

X -POP = Id. 

2. Recall 7c2 = O2 0 @i. Since changing orientation of a component has the same effect on 

f D,p as dualizing the corresponding representation and I/ g I/ * for G = O(N,C) and 
G = Sp(2N, C), fD; is independent of the orientation (E) of the components of D. In addition 
we have 

where 0 is the contraction: 0 : x 0 y H (x, y) Id, the inner product and Id are given via the 
bilinear form preserved by G. Hence a crossing with a chord maps to P 0 (P - 0) = 

Id - P ’ 0 which is exactly the effect of the map @i. 0 

5. SURJECTIVITY OF THE POISSON HOMOMORPHISM 

Dejinition 6. A string chord diagram with n strings is a graph consisting of disjoint 
oriented segments Ii E [0, 11, i E { 1, . . . , n>, and disjoint chords Cj, j E { 1, . . . , m}, such that 

1. the endpoints of the chords are distinct, 
2. UjiYCj=(lJiSi)n(UjCj). 

The segments li are called strings. 

A string chord diagrams with n strings and m chords will be denoted by S,,,. 
Let g be a Lie algebra with a symmetric bilinear g-invariant form on g*. Denote by t the 

corresponding element in g 0 g. We will always assume that g 4 U(g) is imbedded into its 
universal enveloping algebra and that t E g @ 2 G U(g)@ 2. If g is a semisimple Lie algebra we 
can choose t to be the element dual to the Killing form. 

Define the map 

4: (string chord diagrams with n strings) --t U(g)@‘” 

as follows: 
1. Denote by(v:“, . . . , z$!) the endpoints of the chords which lie on the ith string ordered 

with respect to the orientation of Ii (hence I;= 1 ki = 2m). 
2. Choose a representation for t in the form t = CisJ ti @ ti. 
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3. Consider the set of multiindices (i(v:“), . . . , i(v:t’), . . . , i(vjl:‘)) where i(of’) = i(vlf)) if 
$‘, usf’ are endpoints of the same chord and i(u) E J. Call these multiindices admissible. An 
admissible multiindex is the same as a labelling of the chords in the string chord diagram. 

4. Define 

ti(oy)) 0 ... Q ti(“p) Q ... Q ti(“‘“‘). 
1 

admissible multindices 
*. 

Since this sum can be written in tensorial form this map is clearly independent of the 
choice of representation of t in step 2. 

PROPOSITION 6. The elements #J(S) are invariant with respect to the diagonal action of g in 

U(g)@” for all diagrams S with n strings. 

Proof: This proposition follows from the invariance of t. 0 

PROPOSITION 7. The elements #I(S) for diagrams S with n strings generate the space of all 

elements in End(V @‘“) which are invariant with respect to the diagonal action of G if G is one of 

the groups GL(N, a=), O(N, a=), Sp(2N, @) and V its standard representation. 

Proof: This proposition follows from classical invariant theory, see e.g. [lo] Appendix 
F or [20], which tells us that the invariants are compositions of permutations of factors in 
the tensor products and contractions and the fact that we can generate all these by the 
action of 11, @ I, (see the proof of Proposition 5). 0 

Corollary 8. The conclusion of Proposition 7 holds for the groups SL(N, C) and 

SO(2N + &a=). 

ProoJ: This holds since GL(N, a=) and O(2N + 1, C) are central extensions of SL(N, @) 

and SO(2N + 1,C) respectively. cl 

Remark 5. Proposition 7 does not hold for S0(2N, C). Recall that O(2N) is the extension 
of SO(2N) by the diagram automorphism which can be taken to be 

in the standard representation. Since the diagram automorphism of bN acts on V and 
commutes with the action of CZ, @ I,, every intertwiner of VB2 of the form a(S) will be 
0(2N, C)-invariant. But V IIN is irreducible as an 0(2N)-module, hence dim ((VAN(S)) = 1 
whereas it is reducible as an S0(2N)-module, so that dim(EndS0(2N)(VAN)) > 1. Hence there 
are more S0(2N)-intertwiners than 0(2N)-intertwiners. In fact the missing intertwiners 
arise from the fact that 

commutes with the S0(2N)-action. This follows from [lo] Appendix F since the above 
element corresponds to the determinant under the map A2N V 4 VBZN g End(V@‘). Note 
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also that O(2N) is the adjoint group for the Lie algebra bN. The above suggests that for each 

simple Lie algebra element of the form C I, 0 I, generate all the intertwiners of V on for the 

adjoint group and all intertwiners should be given by the C I, 0 I, together with suitable 
diagram automorphisms. We thank Greg Kuperberg for this remark. 

COROLLARY 9. The conclusion of Proposition 7 holds for the compact real forms of the 
complex groups for which it holds. 

ProoJ: For complex representations of classical real Lie algebras, an orthonormal basis is 
also an orthonormal basis for its complexification and an invariant endomorphism is 
invariant for the complexification. The result follows since an irreducible representation of 
g is an irreducible representation of g 0 @. 0 

Now we are able to show for certain groups that every algebraic function g E C(&!‘) is 
in the linear span of the functions constructed above from chord diagrams. 

THEOREM 10. The map f : ch(X) -+ C(AG) is surjective for the algebraic groups for which 
the conclusion of the above proposition holds. 

Proofi A basis in the space of all algebraic functions on AC is given in [9] for each given 
triangulation of the surface Xc; we will show that the functions f,,D generate such a basis 
{&} for any triangulation. First, let us recall the construction of this basis in C(.M’) 
for [9]: 

1. The l-skeleton of the triangulation defines a graph r c C. The space J@ of graph 
connections @ with trivial monodromy around the boundaries of the 2-cells of the tri- 
angualrtion is isomorphic to J%“. 

2. Choose a ciliation of r (a linear ordering of the edges at each vertex). 
3. Associate an irreducible finite dimensional G-module to each edge e E E of l? 

nVe : G + End( V,). 
4. With each vertex u we associate a G-invariant map 

c1,, : V(ey) 0 ... @ V(ez) + @ 

where &i = f depends on whether f u E &i. The order of the tensor product is determined 
by the ciliation. 

5. For [@I E J%” choose a representative {O(e)} E G xE. We can regard every rrv,(@(e)) 
as an element in End(VJ = V, 0 V,* and (after reordering) flUcl, is an element of 
Hom(@ (V, 0 V,*), @), hence we can apply n”cl, to &r+,(O(e)). 

6. Now we can make the following definition: 

or equivalently, if we regard nv E, as an element in 0 (V: 0 V,) and hence flV at as an 
element of @(V, 0 V:) g End(@,,, V,), we can compose it with ne z”,(@(e)) to get 

II/E i-(Q) := tr(os.EVe) (,~Z)~(,.,(@(c))). 

7. By the G-invariance of c(, $,!$(a) = $$([@I) IS independent of the choice of @. 
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Now we proceed as follows: Let F c E denote the set of edges such that the associated 
representation of G is non-trivial. For every non-trivial V, = I’, we choose an nk such that 
vk imbeds into I/onk, where I/ again denotes the standard representation of the group G. By 
semisimplicity, End( @ vk) cj End(@ I/@“*). This map, which we will denote by a + a”, 
preserves G-invariants. 

Furthermore we can choose: 
0 for all k paths ei, j = 1, . . . ) nk, 

l an imbedding i of [0, #F] x [0, 11, 

0 pathsyi,_:a+ejk-,i(k+j/3nk,O),yjk,+:i(k+j/3nk,l)~a_e: 
such that for [D] there is a representative CD satisfying 

T”(e$ = T’(ek) 

and CD is trivial on i( [0, #F] x [0, 11) as well as on the y:, _, yi, +. 
The conclusion of Proposition 7 says that we can choose a linear combination of chord 

diagrams with boundary {(k + j/3&, O), (k + j/3$, l)} such that 

@-D(S)) = n 2. 
” 

Using the ei and the yi, _, y:, + these can be closed up to a linear combination of chord 
diagrams 1 lr D, which satisfies 

Hence the functions f,,h form a linear basis of 9? (4”). cl 

In the proof of Theorem 10 we only use the following facts: 
1. There is a set of irreducible representations {vi} of G such that every irreducible 

representation of G”” imbeds into some tensor product Vi, 8 *.. @ 6, (k 2 n). 
2. All G-endomorphisms of I$@ +.. 0 6, are of the form (D(S). 
Remark 5 shows that we cannot always simply use tensor products of standard 

representations but we conjecture that there are always such representations: 

CONJECTURE 11. For every simply connected complex Lie group there is a set of irreducible 
representations { J$} of G such that every irreducible representation of Gx n imbeds into some 
tensor produce &,O ... @ V, and all G-endomorphisms of&, @I ... @ V, are of the form Q(S). 

More precisely we expect that the following sets of representations can be taken as the 
sets {vi}: 

. SG(2N): v, ~Zlzo”_, 
0 W42N): K_,, Vu” 
0 Spin(2 + 1): L& 

l G2: V,, 
l F4: V,, 
0 E6: V,, 
0 E7: V,, 
l E8: V,,. 

In [15] evidence is given that this holds for G = Gz. 
In particular the above conjecture implies 

CONJECTURE 12. The map f : ch(IZ)’ + U(AG) is surjective for all simple algebraic groups. 
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